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Use this form only in the event that the SQIS MR Module is not available  
Hover your mouse over each field for form instructions if needed.
 Initiator Information
 Boeing Procurement Rep Information
 Discrepancy Text
 Supplier Recommendation
(Not Authorized Work Instructions)
 Corrective Action
 Incorporation Point
REV (04 AUG 2021)
Russell E Noon
6/1/1999 
Sadhana Verma, 3103907
X30155, Supplier NonConformance Notification
08/04/2021
BCA Quality Assurance
11/20/2019-SV: FR328185 
Error on ther date on the footer.  Fixed a date on the footer.
12/03/2018-SV:  Adding instructions to header of form and changing the instructions for the hover on Advanced selection to align with the instructions for the PO block. Only 1 PO and PO position allowed per SNN.
SupplierLiaison@Boeing.com
Supplier NonConformance Notification
Attached is a Supplier Non Conformance Notification
supplierliaison@exchange.boeing.com
Supplier NonConformance Notification from 
The subject SNN from  has been sent for your review. Double Click the attached file to open the form. If you have any questions pertaining to the information on the application, please contact the sender. Thank you.
	CurrentPage: 
	PageCount: 
	SendTo: 
	SendCC: 
	Subject: 
	CheckREQ: 
	Message: 
	SendButton: 
	hiddenButton: 
	SentFlag: 
	bemsId: 
	result: 
	invokeBtn: 
	Only (1) Purchase Order and Purchase Order position are allowed per SNN. Select when final disposition will be determined by Boeing for parts located at the supplier.   Fabrication Only: Select when Non-emergent offload.: 
	Open Nonconformance - Only (1) Purchase Order per SNN.  (Multiple PO and Postions are not allowed) Select only when interim dispositon of "Authorized to Ship" will be requested. Final diposition will be completed at Boeing upon reciept of parts.  All parts on a ON must ve sent in at the same time. Fabrication Only: Select when Non-emergent offload.: 
	BFE- Buyer Furnished Equipment: 
	BFM or Boeing Furnished Material is defined as Boeing Company property furnished to suppliers (Including mod or repair sites) that is incorporated into or attached to a deliverable end item, or that may be consumed or expended in performing a contract. This may include assemblies, components, parts, raw materials and processed materials. For BFM specific instructions hover mouse over each field.: 
	Item ID- Always represents the procured part number documented on the purchase order. The Item ID Must match with the Purchase Order and Purchase Order Position.                                                                                                                        For BFM the item ID is the BFM item ID, the only exception is when the consuming supplier chooses to use the nonconforming BFM part of the end item that they deliver to Boeing. In this case the end item part is used as the item ID and the BFM part number is the Defective Item ID.  : 
	Item Serial ID- If the Item ID is serialized as required on the Boeing Drawing, list the item serial ID here, if more than one serial number, type “Multi” in the field, and list the serial ID(s) in the discrepancy text section. Supplier "Temp Serial ID(s) should be entered in the Discrepancy Text.: 
	Origination Date: System generated. No supplier entry required.: 09/15/2021
	Put in the supplier internal SNN reference number if applicable: 
	Item Description (Nomenclature)- List the part name that corresponds to the Item ID in ERP.: 
	Discrepant Quantity- Total quantity of Item ID being rejected on the SNN.: 
	UoM – (Unit of measure)- Used to indicate the Purchase Order unit of measure associated with the discrepancy, such as 'ea (each)', 'in (inch)', 'ft (feet)', 'rl (roll)', etc.: 
	Model Description- Airplane Model Description as identified from the Boeing Drawing. If used on multiple models, type in 'Multi'. : 
	MCC / RMI- Material Class Code/Raw Material Item.: 
	Will Ship Date / FOB- Date parts are/were scheduled to ship or FREE/Freight On Board (FOB) Date.: 
	Supplier Code- The initiating company’s Supplier Code on the Purchase Order.                                                                                                                                                                                   For BFM, this is the end item supplier. Note, this does not mean the submitting supplier will be charged with the non conformance. : 
	Supplier Name- Initiating Supplier Company name.                                                                                                                         For BFM, this is the end item supplier. Note, this does not mean the submitting supplier will be charged with the non conformance.: 
	SUPPLIER_NAME: 
	SUPPLIER_NAME_LINE_2: 
	Log Co. (Logistical Company) PO (Purchase Order)/Position for ERP - Boeing Logistical Company owning parts (ONE PER SNN) (i.e., 612, 614, 621 etc…) PO (Purchase Order)- The nine digit number used to uniquely identify a purchase order of Item ID provided in ERP and does not include the Boeing Logistical Co. number. Also only (1) PO and position per SNN is allowed. For BFM this is the PO/POS that the part was obtained from Boeing on, as such the PO/POS would be filled. The only exception to this would be when the consuming supplier chooses to use the nonconforming BFM part of the end item that they deliver to Boeing. In this case the PO/POS would be the PO that supplies the part to Boeing. In this case the PO/POS should not be filled.: 
	A/P Line & Description - Unit number (Cum Line) / Effectivity control (Block Number). Used in addition to the Model Description field to help identify a specific airplane this part assigned to, for production airplanes, the customer or propulsion number will be entered in this field. For non-production (i.e., Mod) airplanes other types of airplane identification numbers may be entered.: 
	Referenced Specifications - Referenced specifications -if applicable. (I.e., BAC, BMS, MIL, NAS, etc…): 
	Reference Drawing - Reference Drawing. List any applicable engineering drawing references, including sheet numbers, zone, and revision levels that apply to the discrepancy. If more space is needed, place an asterisk (*) in the box and list in the body of discrepancy text.: 
	Sheet - List reference drawing sheet number. : 
	Zone - List drawing zones if applicable. : 
	Rev - Revision level of reference drawing.: 
	Defective Item ID - Represents the lowest level detail/assembly, part number, where the nonconformance is located.: 
	Name - Name of Boeing Procurement Agent responsible for purchase order of discrepant parts.: 
	Email - Email address of the person who initiated the SNN. : 
	Work Phone - The phone number of the Boeing Purchasing Agent.: 
	FNAME: 
	MI: 
	LNAME: 
	BEMSID - BEMSID (if known) of Boeing Purchasing Agent (Leave Blank if not known).: 
	Email Address - Email address of Boeing Purchasing Agent.: 
	Item # - Number each discrepancy item sequentially.: 
	Reference Location -  Select location of discrepancy: 
	Sta - The station number where the defect is located if applicable. N/A if not applicable. : 
	BL - The buttock line where the defect is located if applicable. N/A if not applicable. : 
	WL - The water line where the defect is located if applicable. N/A if not applicable. : 
	Add Item - If there is more than one discrepancy, click this button to add a new item.: 
	Delete Item - If an item was entered in error and you need to delete the added fields, click this button. : 
	Discrepant Is Condition - A clear and concise description of rejection (using the Is – Should be format), including the location, measurements and any additional references that will aid in the understanding of the discrepancy.  Any supporting documentation referenced in the “Discrepancy Text”, such as letters, graphics page, sketches, drawings, or photographs, etc., are required to be sent with the SNN.: 
	Should be Condition - This is the state the parts should be in if they were not discrepant.: 
	Supplier Recommendation-Select pull down or type in info.                                                                                                               For BFM items please add the following; This SNN applies to Boeing Furnished Material (BFM).Component PA name.Disposition requested, (i.e. RTS, scrap or ship on consuming suppliers SNN).Component Supplier Name.Component Supplier Code.Component PO/Position.: 
	Supplier Recommendation-Select pull down or type in info.                                                                                                               For BFM items please add the following; This SNN applies to Boeing Furnished Material (BFM).Component PA name.Disposition requested, (i.e. RTS, scrap or ship on consuming suppliers SNN).Component Supplier Name.Component Supplier Code.Component PO/Position.: 
	Root Cause- Choose root cause that most closely matches the root cause of the problem that caused the defect of the part. : 
	Corrective Action Taken - What is the corrective action that was taken to prevent reoccurrence?                                                                                                                                                    For BFM Corrective Action add the statement; Please note the end item supplier is not responsible for this SNN. Material is Boeing owned and procured from (enter supplier name into text) and (enter supplier code). Prior coordination (and agreement as to responsibility) has occurred between the end item PA, (enter name and contact number) and the component PA (name and contact number). The BFM supplier is subject to corrective action, including any associated debiting activity.: 
	CKLCC: 0
	CKSCC: 0
	Incorporation Point- Enter the date, Serial Number or Cumulative Line number when the corrective action will be implemented. If date is BEFORE date SNN is submitted, explain in Corrective Action Taken field why we are still seeing defective parts. : 
	Incorporation Point- Enter the date, Serial Number or Cumulative Line number when the corrective action will be implemented. If date is BEFORE date SNN is submitted, explain in Corrective Action Taken field why we are still seeing defective parts. : 
	Incorporation Point- Enter the date, Serial Number or Cumulative Line number when the corrective action will be implemented. If date is BEFORE date SNN is submitted, explain in Corrective Action Taken field why we are still seeing defective parts. : 
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